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the vast, hawk-beaked figure of the Minister of War, satisfied
at last.
I saw Colson in his wide hat, standing in front of the
tower under an oleander tree, a turn of steady ironic
pleasure on the mouth beneath the grey moustache : his
policy had won by a head3 the aggression had just preceded
the mobilisation.
Tearing their knives out, the mob shouted " Death to
the Italians ; finish it once and for all. We thank you for
your decree. God give you long life." The Emperor,
gently commanding silence with his hand, replied, leaning
on the balcony,
" I am happy to see you before me with knives, swords
and rifles ; but it is not I alone who knows, but the great
world without, that Ethiopian warriors will die for their
freedom.
" Soldiers, I give you this advice, so that we gain the
victory over the enemy. Be cunning, be savage, face the
enemy one by one, two by two, five by five in the fields and
mountains.
" Do not take white clothes, do not mass as now. Hide,
strike suddenly, fight the nomad war, steal, snipe and murder
singly. To-day the war has begun, therefore scatter and
advance to victory."
At this the whole wild assembly clapped sharply three
times, shouted " Glory to the Emperor 5J and plunged away
through the narrow Palace gates, through the Ras' gate
and the gate for men of rank and the other gates which they
should never have entered. There was a surging block of
mules, men and rifles in the gates until midday.
By lunch-time the idlers were in the same places on the
pavements of Addis again, discussing the speech of the
Emperor. The journalists were back in the hotels.
At 11.30 Major Dothee, Chief of the Belgian Military
Mission, conveyed the instructions of the Imperial Govern-
ment to the Italian Minister and all members of the Legation
to stay within their compound and leave only under
escort.
When they came out, they had to drive at a slow pace,
accompanied by four mounted police.
Italian subjects or proteges were ordered to concentrate

